
Science Fiction
For Early Readers

* Spider Stampede* Spider Stampede
by Ali Sparkes
While seeking their lost dog, Josh and
Danny encounter a mad scientist whose
SWITCH spray accidentally turns them into
spiders. Level E @

* The Super-Smelly Moldy Blob* The Super-Smelly Moldy Blob
by Amy Marie Stadelmann
Beatrix wins the school science fair every
year because she uses magic to cheat, but
this year her un-magical twin Olive is
convinced that her own project on molds
will win--until a fight over space upsets

both projects and turns Olive's mold into a stinky, moldy
blob monster which is alive, growing, and threatening to
overwhelm the school. Level D

* Star Wars:* Star Wars: Resistance HeroesResistance Heroes
by Star Wars
Introduces the heroes of the Resistance
who are fighting to save the galaxy from
the First Order, including Rey, Poe, and
Finn. Level D

** Superman:Superman: I Am SupermanI Am Superman
Superman
Superman takes Lois Lane to his Fortress of
Solitude to tell her about his life and
powers, but they must return to Metropolis
in a hurry when Lex Luthor tries to take
over the city. Level C

* When Mutants Attack!* When Mutants Attack!
by Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
When the meanest mutants in New York
City join together, the Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles must use everything in their
arsenal to stop them. Level D
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* Fly Guy and the Frankenfly* Fly Guy and the Frankenfly
by Tedd Arnold
Buzz has a nightmare that his best friend
Fly Guy has created a gigantic Frankenfly
monster. Level B @

* Dino-Mike and the T. Rex* Dino-Mike and the T. Rex
Attack!Attack!
by Franco Aureliani
Michael is on a dinosaur dig with his
paleontologist dad when he finds a live
Tyrannosaurus Rex plucked out of its own
time and looking for dinner! Level E

* Blast Off!* Blast Off!
by Nate Ball
Fourth-grader Zack's life is turned upside-
down when Amp, a tiny alien, crash-lands
in his bedroom, then causes trouble at
school while trying to get parts to repair
his spaceship. Level E @

* Bad Hair Day* Bad Hair Day
by Jim Benton
Science-loving Franny K. Stein engages in a
series of experiments to turn beauty
products into something more exciting,
with unexpectedly catastrophic
results. Level E

* Star Fighters:* Star Fighters: Alien AttackAlien Attack
by Max Chase
At the Intergalactic Force Academy, first-
year student Peri and half-Martian Diesel
witness Earth getting bombarded by Xion
spaceships and the pair is quickly drawn
into the fray. Level E
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* Mutant Rat Attack!* Mutant Rat Attack!
by Jay Cooper
When Dexter's teacher's prized lab rat
eats a piece of radioactive gamma
broccoli and grows to the size of an
elephant, Dexter gets his chance to save
the school from destruction. Level E

* The Black Hole Report* The Black Hole Report
by B. A. Hoena
Ack has to write a paper about black holes,
and he doesn't know a thing about them.
But Eek is there to show Ack all about these
space vacuums! Level D

* March of the Mini Beasts* March of the Mini Beasts
by Ada Hopper
Three 2nd-graders who love science are
thrown into a wild adventure when they
befriend a mad scientist whose latest
invention causes toy animals to become
giant, living monsters. Level D

* The Story of Iron Man* The Story of Iron Man
by Iron Man
Tony Stark, a weapons contractor develops
a suit of armor he wears when fighting
crime as Iron Man. Level C @

* Archie Takes Flight* Archie Takes Flight
by Wendy Mass
On "Take Your Kid to Work Day," 8-year-old
Archie finds out that his father drives a
space taxi that shuttles aliens from one
area of the universe to another. Level E @

* Into the Game!* Into the Game!
by Minecraft
Five young Minecraft players in the real
world find themselves transported inside
the game they love. But now it's not a
game--and they will have to use
everything they know to explore, build,
and survive! Level E

* Magic Pickle and the Creature* Magic Pickle and the Creature
from the Black Legumefrom the Black Legume
by Scott Morse
When Jo Jo and Magic Pickle face off
against a bad legume during a field trip to
a peanut factory, it is Jo Jo's ingenuity that
saves the day. Level E

* The New Kid* The New Kid
by A. I. Newton
While his scientist-parents study Earth,
2nd-grader Zeke tries to fit in but Harris, a
classmate, notices his abilities and sets
out to prove Zeke is an alien. Level E

* Hello, Nebulon!* Hello, Nebulon!
by Ray O'Ryan
Moving from Earth to the planet Nebulon
in the year 2120, eight-year-old Zack is
nervous about starting school and making
new friends. Level D

* New Girl* New Girl
by Louise Park
Adelaide is the new girl at the Space
Education and Action School, and her first
mission is to investigate why Planet Polare's
ice is melting and its alien life forms are in
danger. If that mission wasn't dangerous

enough, her partner is the bully Valentina. Level E

* Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot* Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot
by Dav Pilkey
Ricky Ricotta, a small mouse, is being
bullied at school, but when he rescues a
powerful robot from its evil creator, he
acquires a friend and protector--and saves
the city from Dr. Stinky. Level D @
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